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Our Ref: Casualty Analyses  
 
 
29 June 2015 
 
IMPA Notice 878 
 
Dear Colleagues,  
 
Casualty Analyses 
 
Attached are extracts from a larger document produced by IMO based on 
casualty reports submitted to that organisation. The two extracts, Nos 9 and 
20, of 25 accidents studied, have comments on aspects of Pilotage and are 
provided from your information.  
 
The Pilotage issues highlighted in both these reports are both properly 
addressed in Resolution A960 with which you will be familiar.  
 
Given the major role in maritime safety played by IMO, we recommend a 
wide distribution of this circular and its attached papers to your membership.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Nick Cutmore  
Secretary General 



                                                                                                                      ANNEX CASUALTY ANALYSES 
 

    9 Very serious marine    29/01/2014   Collision of a chemical tanker (LIME GALAXY) leaving and a    -Safe speed was not considered on port                 -The traditional definition of competence   Report noted 

       casualty                                             container vessel (FEI HE) entering Singapore. The give way        approach by FEI HE                                                    i.e. skill and knowledge may need to be 

       Singapore                                          vessel (tanker) going south collided with the stand on vessel    -Situational awareness on LIMPE GALAXY low,        broadend to encompass attitude towards 

                                                                   going east, causing damage to her wing and tank and            vessel not proceeding to intended pilot                  the task at hand (affective domain). 

                                                                   consequently a spill of estimated 281 mt of intermediate fuel   disembarkation area to the west but continuing    -Ship owners/ managers should be 

       FEI HE                                                  oil into the sea.                                                                                  south wi th no member of the bridge team              encouraged to voluntarily implement the  

       China                                                 No persons were injured and both vessels could be brought     questioning the pilot (BTM and BRM not                   STCW Manila Amendments relating to 

       Container Ship (Fully                        to safety.                                                                                             effective).                                                                    competence in BTM/BRM 

       Cellular)                                                                                                                                                          - LIME GALAXY was not keeping to the                    - Refresher Training for Singapore pilots 

       LIME GALAXY                                                                                                                                                 starboard side of the fairway                                     should be reviewed to ensure thorough   

       Hong Kong, China                                                                                                                                        - Traffic Control did not monitor the situation to     knowledge in the application and intent of  

                                                                                                                                                                               an extent to question the vessels intentions and     COLREGS 

       position       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Situational awareness on LIME GALAXY 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         low, vessel not proceeding to intended 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         pilot disembarkation area to the west but 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         continuing south with no member of the  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          bridge team questioning the pilot (BTM 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         and BRM not effective). 

 

20 Very serious marine 19/08/2013   The 150.000-ton bulk carrier loaded coal. When landed, and    -The pilot leaving before the vessel exited the       -Pilots should not leave until they reach       NAV 

     casualty                                          with a draft of more than 17 m, she prepared for leaving           channel did lower the safety.                                  the point of disembarking.  

     Grounding (leading to                  shortly before lunchtime with a pilot and a training pilot on       -The actions of the master, such as speed             -Communication during manoeuvre should 

     total loss)                                         board. All communication between pilot and tugs were in        request and full rudder ordering, could have       be in a language understood by 

     Panama                                          native language. All communication within the crew was in      increased the loss of control of the vessel, since   everybody. 

   their native language. The maser, who was experience             the vessel was moving in a narrow channel with  -Interaction effect could be considerable  

                                                             and had been working on the vessel before, had arrived after  not much clearance neither underneath nor at    and should be included in voyage planning 

    SMART                                             leave the day before. He felt comfortable enough to agree to   the sides.                                                                     and risk assessment.  

    Panama                                          the pilot leaving before passing the breakwaters.                       –When planning the journey, increasing draft due   

    Bulk Carrier                                    to vessels movements caused by the swell, was     -One can easily be tempted to stop a job  

                                                             The speed was about 8 knots and engine put full ahead            not taking into account.                                            before it is actually confirmed finished, but 

  when the vessel, still being in the channel, started to deviate    -The possibility to manoeuvre a vessel is                  by that the risks may increase 

 slightly to starboard. The master ordered hard to port. The         considerably reduced when under keel                 -Details could be very important and 

 vessel lost some speed and started to turn to port. The               clearance is below half the vessel’s draft. Bank     should not be left aside e.g. when a  
 efforts to keep the course in the channel was unsuccessful,      interaction is also negatively affecting a vessel’s   departure is planned.  

 and the speed decreased even more. Then banging was         manoeuvrability.                                                         –It is important to use a language 

 heard, the steering alarm sounded and steering stopped    understood by everyone involved in an 

 responding (due to broken steering gear).    operation 

 

 The vessel had stranded on a sandbank at the side of the  

 channel just outside the breakwaters and cracks in the hull 

 was soon discovered. She parted in two. Fuel oil was  

 removed and the vessel was eventually sank offshore.  

 


